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ABEYANCY AABCENYY abeyance (temporary inactivity) [n -CIES] 

ABJURING ABGIJNRU ABJURE, to renounce under oath [v] 

ADEQUATE AADEEQTU sufficient for specific requirement [adj] 

ADJACENT AACDEJNT next to [adj] 

ADJUDGES ADDEGJSU ADJUDGE, to determine judicially [v] 

ADJUNCTS ACDJNSTU ADJUNCT, something attached in subordinate position [n] 

AFFRAYED AADEFFRY AFFRAY, to frighten (to make afraid) [v] 

AFFRIGHT AFFGHIRT to frighten (to make afraid) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AFTERTAX AAEFRTTX remaining after payment of taxes [adj] 

AGATIZES AAEGISTZ AGATIZE, to cause to resemble agate [v] 

AGENIZES AEEGINSZ AGENIZE, to treat with agene [v] 

AGONIZES AEGINOSZ AGONIZE, to suffer extreme pain [v] 

AKVAVITS AAIKSTVV AKVAVIT, aquavit (Scandinavian liquor) [n] 

ALFORJAS AAFJLORS ALFORJA, leather bag [n] 

ALGUAZIL AAGILLUZ alguacil (constable in Spanish-speaking country) [n -S] 

ALKALIFY AAFIKLLY to alkalize (to convert into alkali) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

AMMONIFY AFIMMNOY to treat with ammonia [v -FIED, -ING, FIE-S] 

AMPHIPOD ADHIMOPP small crustacean [n -S] 

ANODIZER ADEINORZ one that anodizes (to coat with protective film by chemical means) [n -S] 

ANODIZES ADEINOSZ ANODIZE, to coat with protective film by chemical means [v] 

ANTEFIXA AAEFINTX ANTEFIX, upright ornament at eaves of tiled roof [n] 

ANTHELIX AEHILNTX inner curved ridge on cartilage of external ear [n -ICES, -ES] 

ANTIQUED ADEINQTU ANTIQUE, to give appearance of age to [v] 

APOPHONY AHNOOPPY ablaut (patterned change in root vowels of verb forms) [n -NIES] 

AQUALUNG AAGLNQUU trademark [n -S] 

ARCHDUKE ACDEHKRU Austrian prince [n -S] 

ARMYWORM AMMORRWY destructive moth larva [n -S] 

ARYTHMIC ACHIMRTY ARYTHMIA, irregularity in rhythm of heartbeat [adj] 

AVIATRIX AAIIRTVX female aviator [n -ICES, -ES] 

AVOWEDLY ADELOVWY AVOW, to declare openly [adv] 

AXIALITY AAIILTXY state of being axial (pertaining to or forming axis) [n -TIES] 

AXILLARY AAILLRXY axillar (feather on undersurface of bird's wing) [n -RIES] 

AZOTISED ADEIOSTZ AZOTISE, to azotize (to treat with nitrogen) [v] 
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BACKBARS AABBCKRS BACKBAR, space behind bar with shelves for bottles [n] 

BACKBEAT AABBCEKT type of rhythm in music [n -S] 

BACKBITE ABBCEIKT to slander (to defame (to attack good name of)) [v BACKBIT, -TTEN, -TING, -S] 

BACKBONE ABBCEKNO spine (vertebral column) [n -S] 

BACKCAST AABCCKST backward movement in casting fishing line [n -S] 

BACKMOST ABCKMOST hindmost (farthest to rear) [adj] 

BACKROOM ABCKMOOR place for meeting inconspicuously [n -S] 

BACKSLAP AABCKLPS to show much approval [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 
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BACKSPIN ABCIKNPS backward rotation [n -S] 

BACKSTAB AABBCKST to attack or betray behind one's back [v -BBED, -BBING, -S] 

BACKSTOP ABCKOPST to bolster (to support (to hold up or add strength to)) [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

BALLCOCK ABCCKLLO type of valve [n -S] 

BANDEAUX AABDENUX BANDEAU, headband (band worn on head) [n] 

BAREBACK AABBCEKR without saddle [adv] 

BAYBERRY ABBERRYY berry tree [n -RRIES] 

BAYNODDY ABDDNOYY bayman (person who fishes on bay) [n -DDIES] 

BEADWORK ABDEKORW beading (beaded material) [n -S] 

BEAKLIKE ABEEIKKL BEAK, bird's bill [adj] 

BEDECKED BCDDEEEK BEDECK, to clothe with finery [v] 

BEHEMOTH BEEHHMOT large beast [n -S] 

BEKNIGHT BEGHIKNT to raise to knighthood [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BERHYMES BEEHMRSY BERHYME, to compose in rhyme [v] 

BICYCLED BCCDEILY BICYCLE, to ride bicycle (two-wheeled vehicle) [v] 

BIFORKED BDEFIKOR divided into two branches [adj] 

BIJUGATE ABEGIJTU two-paired [adj] 

BIJUGOUS BGIJOSUU bijugate (two-paired) [adj] 

BIMETHYL BEHILMTY ethane (gaseous hydrocarbon) [n -S] 

BIPHENYL BEHILNPY hydrocarbon [n -S] 

BISMARCK ABCIKMRS type of pastry (sweet baked food) [n -S] 

BITCHERY BCEHIRTY bitchy behavior [n -S] 

BITCHILY BCHIILTY BITCHY, malicious [adv] 

BLACKTIP ABCIKLPT type of requiem shark [n -S]   

BLACKTOP ABCKLOPT to pave with asphalt [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

BLESBUCK BBCEKLSU blesbok (large antelope) [n -S] 

BLUEBACK ABBCEKLU bird or fish having bluish back [n -S] 

BOBWHITE BBEHIOTW game bird [n -S] 

BOLLIXED BDEILLOX BOLLIX, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

BOLLOXED BDELLOOX BOLLOX, to bollix (to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily)) [v] 

BORDEAUX ABDEORUX red or white wine [n BORDEAUX] 

BOTCHERY BCEHORTY something botched [n -RIES] 

BOTCHILY BCHILOTY BOTCHY, badly done [adv] 

BREKKIES BEEIKKRS BREKKIE, breakfast [n] 

BREVETCY BCEERTVY honorary rank [n -CIES] 

BRICKBAT ABBCIKRT piece of brick [n -S] 

BROADAXE AABDEORX broadax (broad-edged ax) [n -S] 

BUCKBEAN ABBCEKNU marsh plant [n -S] 

BUCKRAMS ABCKMRSU BUCKRAM, to stiffen (to make stiff) [v] 

BUFFABLE ABBEFFLU BUFF, to polish (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing) [adj] 

BULKHEAD ABDEHKLU partition in ship [n -S] 

BULLWHIP BHILLPUW to strike with long whip [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

BULLYBOY BBLLOUYY ruffian (tough, lawless person) [n -S] 

BUMPKINS BIKMNPSU BUMPKIN, unsophisticated rustic [n] 

BUNCHILY BCHILNUY BUNCHY, clustered [adv] 

BUOYANCY ABCNOUYY tendency to float [n -CIES] 
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BUTCHERY BCEHRTUY wanton or cruel killing [n -RIES] 
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CABBAGEY AABBCEGY resembling cabbage (leafy vegetable) [adj] 

CABLEWAY AABCELWY suspended cable [n -S] 

CABOCHED ABCCDEHO full-faced -- used of animal's head in heraldry [adj] 

CAJOLING ACGIJLNO CAJOLE, to persuade by flattery [v] 

CALCTUFF ACCFFLTU calctufa (mineral deposit) [n -S] 

CALLBACK AABCCKLL recall of defective product [n -S] 

CALPACKS AACCKLPS CALPACK, calpac (sheepskin hat) [n] 

CAMSHAFT AACFHMST shaft fitted with cams [n -S] 

CAPMAKER AACEKMPR one that makes caps [n -S] 

CAPROCKS ACCKOPRS CAPROCK, overlying rock layer [n] 

CAPUCHED ACCDEHPU CAPUCHE, hood or cowl [adj] 

CATCHILY ACCHILTY CATCHY, pleasing and easily remembered [adv] 

CATJANGS AACGJNST CATJANG, African shrub [n] 

CAUDEXES ACDEESUX CAUDEX, woody base of some plants [n] 

CEVICHES CCEEHISV CEVICHE, seviche (dish of raw fish) [n] 

CHALKING ACGHIKLN CHALK, to mark with chalk (soft limestone) [v] 

CHAMFERS ACEFHMRS CHAMFER, to groove (to form groove (long, narrow depression)) [v] 

CHAMFRON ACFHMNOR armor for horse's head [n -S] 

CHAMMIED ACDEHIMM CHAMMY, to chamois (to prepare leather like chamois) [v] 

CHAMPING ACGHIMNP CHAMP, to chew noisily [v] 

CHANCERY ACCEHNRY court of public record [n -RIES] 

CHANCILY ACCHILNY in chancy (risky (dangerous)) manner [adv] 

CHAPPING ACGHINPP CHAP, to split, crack, or redden [v] 

CHARKING ACGHIKNR CHARK, to char (to burn slightly) [v] 

CHARPOYS ACHOPRSY CHARPOY, bed used in India [n] 

CHEAPISH ACEHHIPS somewhat cheap [adj] 

CHEDDARY ACDDEHRY CHEDDAR, type of cheese [adj] 

CHEEKING CEEGHIKN CHEEK, to speak impudently to [v] 

CHEWABLE ABCEEHLW CHEW, to crush or grind with teeth [adj] 

CHHERTUM CEHHMRTU CHETRUM, monetary unit of Bhutan [n]   

CHICHIER CCEHHIIR CHICHI, showily stylish [adj] 

CHIMLEYS CEHILMSY CHIMLEY, chimney (flue (enclosed passageway for directing current)) [n] 

CHIMNEYS CEHIMNSY CHIMNEY, flue (enclosed passageway for directing current) [n] 

CHINCHES CCEHHINS CHINCH, to chinse (to fill seams in boat or cabin) [v] 

CHINKING CGHIIKNN CHINK, to fill cracks or fissures in [v] 

CHIPPING CGHIINPP CHIP, to break small piece from [v] 

CHIRKING CGHIIKNR CHIRK, to make shrill noise [v] 

CHIRPILY CHIILPRY CHIRPY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adv] 

CHIRRUPY CHIPRRUY CHIRRUP, to chirp repeatedly [adj] 

CHITCHAT ACCHHITT to indulge in small talk [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

CHOICELY CCEHILOY CHOICE, of fine quality [adv] 

CHOIRBOY BCHIOORY boy who sings in choir (body of church singers) [n -S] 
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CHOMPING CGHIMNOP CHOMP, to champ (to chew noisily) [v] 

CHOPPING CGHINOPP CHOP, to sever with sharp tool [v] 

CHOREBOY BCEHOORY boy employed to do odd jobs [n -S] 

CHOWTIME CEHIMOTW mealtime (usual time for meal) [n -S] 

CHROMOLY CHLMOORY steel alloy made of chromium and molybdenum [n -LIES, -S] 

CHROMYLS CHLMORSY CHROMYL, bivalent radical [n] 

CHTHONIC CCHHINOT pertaining to gods of underworld [adj] 

CHUDDAHS ACDDHHSU CHUDDAH, chuddar (large, square shawl) [n] 

CHUMMING CGHIMMNU CHUM, to be close friends with someone [v] 

CHUMPING CGHIMNPU CHUMP, to munch (to chew with crackling sound) [v] 

CHUNKING CGHIKNNU CHUNK, to make dull explosive sound [v] 

CHURCHES CCEHHRSU CHURCH, to bring to church (building for Christian worship) [v] 

CHYMISTS CHIMSSTY CHYMIST, chemist (one versed in chemistry) [n] 

CHYMOSIN CHIMNOSY rennin (enzyme (complex protein)) [n -S] 

CLAMBAKE AABCEKLM beach picnic [n -S] 

CLIFFTOP CFFILOPT top of cliff [n -S] 

COAXINGS ACGINOSX COAXING, act of cajoling [n] 

COCCYGES CCCEGOSY COCCYX, bone of spine [n] 

COCKADED ACCDDEKO COCKADE, ornament worn on hat [adj] 

COCKAPOO ACCKOOOP hybrid between cocker spaniel and poodle [n -S] 

COCKBILL BCCIKLLO to raise yardarm on ship [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COCKBOAT ABCCKOOT small boat [n -S] 

COCKPITS CCIKOPST COCKPIT, pilot's compartment in certain airplanes [n] 

COCKSPUR CCKOPRSU thorny plant [n -S] 

COEFFECT CCEEFFOT accompanying effect [n -S] 

COEMBODY BCDEMOOY to embody jointly [v -DIED, -ING, -DIES] 

COEXTEND CDEENOTX to extend through same space or time as another [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COJOINED CDEIJNOO COJOIN, to join together [v] 

COKEHEAD ACDEEHKO cocaine addict [n -S] 

COKELIKE CEEIKKLO resembling coke (carbon fuel) [adj] 

COMBLIKE BCEIKLMO resembling comb [adj] 

COMFREYS CEFMORSY COMFREY, coarse herb [n] 

COMMOVED CDEMMOOV COMMOVE, to move violently [v] 

CONJUGAL ACGJLNOU pertaining to marriage (legal union of two persons of opposite or same sex) [adj] 

CONJURED CDEJNORU CONJURE, to summon spirit [v] 

CONVOKED CDEKNOOV CONVOKE, to cause to assemble [v] 

COPURIFY CFIOPRUY to become purified with another substance [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

COPYLEFT CEFLOPTY license that allows free use of copyrighted software [n -S] 

CORKLIKE CEIKKLOR resembling cork (porous tree bark) [adj] 

CORKWOOD CDKOOORW small tree [n -S] 

CORYMBED BCDEMORY CORYMB, flower cluster [adj] 

CORYPHEE CEEHOPRY ballet dancer [n -S] 

COWBERRY BCEORRWY pasture shrub [n -RRIES] 

COWFLAPS ACFLOPSW COWFLAP, cowflop (cowpat (dropping of cow dung)) [n] 

COWFLOPS CFLOOPSW COWFLOP, cowpat (dropping of cow dung) [n] 

COWHERBS BCEHORSW COWHERB, annual herb [n] 
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COWHIDED CDDEHIOW COWHIDE, to flog with leather whip [v] 

COXALGIA AACGILOX pain in hip [n -S]  

CRACKPOT ACCKOPRT eccentric person [n -S] 

CRACKUPS ACCKPRSU CRACKUP, collision [n] 

CROCKPOT CCKOOPRT electric cooking pot [n -S] 

CUFFABLE ABCEFFLU intended to be folded down to ankle -- used of sock [adj] 

CUMSHAWS ACHMSSUW CUMSHAW, gift [n] 

CUPCAKES ACCEKPSU CUPCAKE, small cake [n] 

CUTBACKS ABCCKSTU CUTBACK, reduction [n] 

CUTBLOCK BCCKLOTU limited area authorized for logging [n -S] 

CUTCHERY CCEHRTUY judicial office in India [n -RIES] 

CYATHIUM ACHIMTUY flower head of certain plants [n -IA] 

CYBERWAR ABCERRWY conflict in which enemies try to gain access to each other's computer systems [n -S] 

CYMBIDIA ABCDIIMY tropical orchids [n CYMBIDIA] 

CYMBLING BCGILMNY cymling (variety of squash) [n -S] 

CYMOSELY CELMOSYY CYMOSE, resembling cyme (flower cluster) [adv] 
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DAIQUIRI ADIIIQRU cocktail [n -S] 

DANAZOLS AADLNOSZ DANAZOL, synthetic androgen [n] 

DAYBOOKS ABDKOOSY DAYBOOK, diary (personal journal) [n] 

DAYBREAK AABDEKRY first appearance of light in morning [n -S] 

DEFROCKS CDEFKORS DEFROCK, to unfrock (to divest of ecclesiastical authority) [v] 

DEIONIZE DEEIINOZ to remove ions from [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DENIZENS DEEINNSZ DENIZEN, to make citizen of [v] 

DEUTZIAS ADEISTUZ DEUTZIA, ornamental shrub [n] 

DIAZINES ADEIINSZ DIAZINE, chemical compound [n] 

DIAZINON ADIINNOZ insecticide [n -S] 

DIAZOLES ADEILOSZ DIAZOLE, chemical compound [n] 

DICYCLIC CCCDIILY having two maxima of population each year [adj] 

DIDYNAMY ADDIMNYY state of having four stamens in pairs of unequal length [n -MIES] 

DIHYBRID BDDHIIRY offspring of parents differing in two pairs of genes [n -S] 

DIHYDRIC CDDHIIRY containing two hydroxyl radicals [adj] 

DIPLEXER DEEILPRX coupling device [n -S] 

DISFROCK CDFIKORS to unfrock (to divest of ecclesiastical authority) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISJECTS CDEIJSST DISJECT, to disperse (to scatter (to go or send in various directions)) [v] 

DISJUNCT CDIJNSTU alternative in logical disjunction [n -S] 

DISQUIET DEIIQSTU to deprive of quiet, rest, or peace [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISSEIZE DEEIISSZ to disseise (to deprive (to take something away from)) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DITZIEST DEIISTTZ DITZY, ditsy (silly, eccentric) [adj] 

DIVEBOMB BBDEIMOV to drop bombs on target from diving airplane [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DJELLABA AABDEJLL long hooded garment [n -S] 

DOGWATCH ACDGHOTW short period of watch duty on ship [n -ES] 

DOUGHBOY BDGHOOUY infantryman [n -S] 

DOWNTICK CDIKNOTW stock market transaction [n -S] 
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DOWNWASH ADHNOSWW downward deflection of air [n -ES] 

DOZINESS DEINOSSZ state of being dozy (drowsy (sleepy (ready or inclined to sleep))) [n -ES] 

DRAFFISH ADFFHIRS draffy (worthless) [adj] 

DRECKISH CDEHIKRS DRECK, rubbish [adj] 

DRIVEWAY ADEIRVWY private road providing access to building [n -S] 

DUALIZES ADEILSUZ DUALIZE, to make twofold [v] 

DUCTWORK CDKORTUW system of ducts [n -S] 

DUPLEXER DEELPRUX electronic switching device [n -S] 

DUPLEXES DEELPSUX DUPLEX, to make duple [v] 

DWARFISH ADFHIRSW resembling dwarf (extremely small person) [adj] 

DYESTUFF DEFFSTUY dye [n -S] 
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EARWAXES AAEERSWX EARWAX, cerumen (waxy secretion of ear) [n] 

EGOTIZES EEGIOSTZ EGOTIZE, to talk and think about oneself excessively [v] 

EIGHTHLY EGHHILTY in eighth place [adv] 

EJECTING CEEGIJNT EJECT, to throw out forcibly [v] 

ELEGIZES EEEGILSZ ELEGIZE, to write elegy [v] 

ENERGIZE EEEGINRZ to give energy to [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ENJOYERS EEJNORSY ENJOYER, one that enjoys (to receive pleasure from) [n] 

ENQUIRED DEEINQRU ENQUIRE, to inquire (to ask about) [v] 

EPIPHANY AEHINPPY appearance of deity [n -NIES] 

EPIPHYTE EEHIPPTY plant growing upon another plant [n -S] 

EPOXIDES DEEIOPSX EPOXIDE, epoxy compound [n] 

EQUALING AEGILNQU EQUAL, to be equal to [v] 

EQUALLED ADEELLQU EQUAL, to be equal to [v] 

EQUATING AEGINQTU EQUATE, to make equal [v] 

EROTIZED DEEIORTZ EROTIZE, to give sexual meaning to [v] 

ESQUIRED DEEIQRSU ESQUIRE, to escort (to accompany (to go with as companion)) [v] 

ETHOXIES EEHIOSTX ETHOXY, ethoxyl (univalent chemical radical) [n] 

EULOGIZE EEGILOUZ to praise highly [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

EVERYDAY ADEERVYY routine day [n -S] 

EXACTING ACEGINTX EXACT, to force payment or yielding of [v] 

EXAMINED ADEEIMNX EXAMINE, to inspect (to look carefully at or over) [v] 

EXCEEDER CDEEEERX one that exceeds (to go beyond) [n -S] 

EXCELLED CDEEELLX EXCEL, to surpass others [v] 

EXCESSED CDEEESSX EXCESS, to eliminate position of [v] 

EXCISING CEGIINSX EXCISE, to remove by cutting out [v] 

EXCITING CEGIINTX EXCITE, to arouse emotions of [v] 

EXCLUDER CDEELRUX one that excludes (to shut out) [n -S] 

EXCLUDES CDEELSUX EXCLUDE, to shut out [v] 

EXCRETED CDEEERTX EXCRETE, to separate and eliminate from organic body [v] 

EXCUSING CEGINSUX EXCUSE, to apologize for [v] 

EXECUTED CDEEETUX EXECUTE, to carry out [v] 

EXEGETIC CEEEGITX EXEGESIS, critical explanation or analysis [adj] 
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EXERTIVE EEEIRTVX tending to exert [adj] 

EXHALANT AAEHLNTX something that exhales (to expel air or vapor) [n -S] 

EXHALENT AEEHLNTX exhalant (something that exhales (to expel air or vapor)) [n -S] 

EXHAUSTS AEHSSTUX EXHAUST, to use up [v] 

EXHORTER EEHORRTX one that exhorts (to advise urgently) [n -S] 

EXIGENCE CEEEGINX exigency (urgency (quality of being urgent (requiring immediate attention))) [n -S] 

EXIGIBLE BEEGIILX liable to be demanded [adj] 

EXODERMS DEEMORSX EXODERM, ectoderm (outermost germ layer of embryo) [n] 

EXOERGIC CEEGIORX releasing energy (capacity for vigorous activity) [adj] 

EXOGENIC CEEGINOX formed or occurring on surface of earth [adj] 

EXORDIUM DEIMORUX beginning [n -IA, -S]  

EXPANDER ADEENPRX one that expands (to increase in size or volume) [n -S] 

EXPANDOR ADENOPRX type of transducer [n -S] 

EXPEDITE DEEEIPTX to speed up progress of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EXPELLED DEEELLPX EXPEL, to force out [v] 

EXPENDER DEEENPRX one that expends (to use up) [n -S] 

EXPENSED DEEENPSX EXPENSE, to charge with costs [v] 

EXPERTED DEEEPRTX EXPERT, to serve as authority [v] 

EXPIATED ADEEIPTX EXPIATE, to atone for [v] 

EXPIRING EGIINPRX EXPIRE, to come to end [v] 

EXPLODER DEELOPRX one that explodes (to blow up) [n -S] 

EXPLODES DEELOPSX EXPLODE, to blow up [v] 

EXPLORED DEELOPRX EXPLORE, to travel through for purpose of discovery [v] 

EXPORTED DEEOPRTX EXPORT, to send to other countries for commercial purposes [v] 

EXPOSING EGINOPSX EXPOSE, to lay open to view [v] 

EXPOUNDS DENOPSUX EXPOUND, to explain in detail [v] 

EXPULSED DEELPSUX EXPULSE, to expel (to force out) [v] 

EXPUNGER EEGNPRUX one that expunges (to delete (to remove written or printed matter)) [n -S] 

EXPUNGES EEGNPSUX EXPUNGE, to delete (to remove written or printed matter) [v] 

EXSCINDS CDEINSSX EXSCIND, to cut out [v] 

EXSECTED CDEEESTX EXSECT, to cut out [v] 

EXUVIATE AEEITUVX to molt (to cast off outer covering) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

EYEHOOKS EEHKOOSY EYEHOOK, type of hook [n] 

EYEPATCH ACEEHPTY patch worn to protect injured eye [n -S] 

EYEWINKS EEIKNSWY EYEWINK, wink of eye [n] 
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FADEAWAY AAADEFWY type of pitch in baseball [n -S] 

FAWNLIKE AEFIKLNW resembling young deer [adj] 

FEBRIFIC BCEFFIIR feverish (having fever) [adj] 

FEMINACY ACEFIMNY state of being female (individual that bears young or produces ova) [n -CIES] 

FEOFFING EFFFGINO FEOFF, to grant fief to [v] 

FERVIDLY DEFILRVY FERVID, fervent (marked by fervor) [adv] 

FIREWORK EFIKORRW device for producing striking display of light or loud noise [n -S] 

FISHKILL FHIIKLLS sudden destruction of large numbers of fish [n -S] 
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FISHLIKE EFHIIKLS resembling fish [adj] 

FIVEFOLD DEFFILOV five times as great [adj] 

FIXATION AFIINOTX act of fixating (to make stable or stationary) [n -S] 

FIXITIES EFIIISTX FIXITY, stability (quality of being stable (resistant to sudden change or position or condition)) [n] 

FIXTURES EFIRSTUX FIXTURE, permanent part or appendage of house [n] 

FLABBILY ABBFILLY FLABBY, flaccid (lacking firmness (state of being firm (unyielding to pressure))) [adv] 

FLACKING ACFGIKLN FLACK, to work as press agent [v] 

FLATWORK AFKLORTW laundry that can be ironed mechanically [n -S] 

FLAXIEST AEFILSTX FLAXY, flaxen (of pale yellow color) [adj] 

FLECKING CEFGIKLN FLECK, to mark with flecks (tiny streaks or spots) [v] 

FLEXIONS EFILNOSX FLEXION, flection (act of bending (to curve)) [n] 

FLEXUOSE EEFLOSUX flexuous (winding) [adj] 

FLEXUOUS EFLOSUUX winding [adj] 

FLEXURAL AEFLLRUX FLEXURE, act of bending (to curve (to deviate from straightness)) [adj] 

FLEXURES EEFLRSUX FLEXURE, act of bending (to curve (to deviate from straightness)) [n] 

FLICKING CFGIIKLN FLICK, to strike with quick, light blow [v] 

FLIMFLAM AFFILLMM to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v -MMED, -MMING, -S] 

FLIPFLOP FFILLOPP to perform backward somersault [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

FLOCKING CFGIKLNO velvety design in short fibers on cloth or paper [n -S] / FLOCK, to gather or move in crowd [v] 

FLOODWAY ADFLOOWY overflow channel [n -S] 

FLOPPILY FILLOPPY FLOPPY, soft and flexible [adv] 

FLUFFING FFFGILNU FLUFF, to make fluffy [v] 

FLUMMERY EFLMMRUY sweet dessert [n -RIES] 

FLUNKEYS EFKLNSUY FLUNKEY, flunky (servile follower) [n] 

FLUXIONS FILNOSUX FLUXION, act of flowing (to move steadily and smoothly along) [n] 

FLYPAPER AEFLPPRY paper designed to catch or kill flies [n -S] 

FOGEYDOM DEFGMOOY fogydom (all fogies) [n -S] 

FOGEYISH EFGHIOSY FOGEY, fogy (old-fashioned person) [adj] 

FOGYDOMS DFGMOOSY FOGYDOM, all fogies [n] 

FOLDAWAY AADFLOWY designed to fold out of way [adj] / object designed to be folded out of way [n -S] 

FOLKLIFE EFFIKLLO traditions, skills, and products of people [n -S, -IVES] 

FOLKSILY FIKLLOSY FOLKSY, friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support) [adv] 

FOODWAYS ADFOOSWY eating habits of people [n -S] 

FOOTWORK FKOOORTW use of feet [n -S] 

FORCIBLY BCFILORY FORCIBLE, effected by force [adv] 

FOREDECK CDEEFKOR forward part of ship's deck [n -S] 

FOREKNEW EEFKNORW FOREKNOW, to know in advance [v] 

FOREKNOW EFKNOORW to know in advance [v –NEW, -N, -ING, -S] 

FORKFULS FFKLORSU FORKFUL, as much as fork will hold [n] 

FORKLIFT FFIKLORT to raise or transport by means of forklift (machine with projecting prongs) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FORKSFUL FFKLORSU FORKFUL, as much as fork will hold [n] 

FORMABLY ABFLMORY FORM, to produce (to bring into existence) [adv] 

FOXINESS EFINOSSX state of being foxy (crafty (skillful in deceiving)) [n -ES] 

FOXTAILS AFILOSTX FOXTAIL, tail of fox [n] 

FOXTROTS FOORSTTX FOXTROT, to dance fox trot (dance for couples) [v] 

FRACKING ACFGIKNR injection of fluid into shale beds in order to free up petroleum reserves [n -S] / FRACK, to engage in fracking [v] 
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FREAKILY AEFIKLRY in freaky (freakish (unusual (not usual))) manner [adv] 

FREAKISH AEFHIKRS unusual (not usual) [adj] 

FRECKLED CDEEFKLR FRECKLE, to mark with freckles (small, brownish spots) [v] 

FRETWORK EFKORRTW ornamental work consisting of interlacing parts [n -S] 

FRIJOLES EFIJLORS FRIJOL, bean used as food [n] / FRIJOLE, frijol (bean used as food) [n] 

FRIPPERY EFIPPRRY excessive ornamentation [n -RIES] 

FRISKILY FIIKLRSY FRISKY, lively and playful [adv] 

FROCKING CFGIKNOR FROCK, to clothe in long, loose outer garment [v] 

FROGFISH FFGHIORS marine fish [n -ES] 

FRUMPILY FILMPRUY FRUMPY, dowdy (lacking in stylishness or neatness) [adv] 

FRUMPISH FHIMPRSU FRUMP, dowdy woman [adj] 

FUTHARKS AFHKRSTU FUTHARK, ancient alphabet [n] 

FUTHORKS FHKORSTU FUTHORK, futhark (ancient alphabet) [n] 
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GARLICKY ACGIKLRY smelling or tasting of garlic [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

GAUZIEST AEGISTUZ GAUZY, resembling gauze (transparent fabric) [adj] 

GAVELOCK ACEGKLOV crowbar [n -S] 

GAZANIAS AAAGINSZ GAZANIA, South African herb [n] 

GAZELLES AEEGLLSZ GAZELLE, small antelope [n] 

GAZETTES AEEGSTTZ GAZETTE, to announce in official journal [v] 

GEOPHAGY AEGGHOPY practice of eating earthy substances [n -GIES] 

GIVEAWAY AAEGIVWY something given away free of charge [n -S] 

GLAZIERS AEGILRSZ GLAZIER, one that glazes (to fit windows with glass panes) [n] 

GLAZIEST AEGILSTZ GLAZY, covered with smooth, glossy coating [adj] 

GLITZIER EGIILRTZ GLITZY, showy (making great or brilliant display) [adj] 

GLYCEMIC CCEGILMY GLYCEMIA, presence of glucose in blood [adj] 

GRAYFISH AFGHIRSY dogfish (small shark) [n -ES] 

GRAZIERS AEGIRRSZ GRAZIER, one that grazes cattle [n] 

GRAZIOSO AGIOORSZ graceful in style [adj] 

GROKKING GGIKKNOR GROK, to understand intuitively [v] 

GRUFFILY FFGILRUY in gruffy (gruff (low and harsh in speech)) manner [adv] 

GRUFFISH FFGHIRSU somewhat gruff [adj] 

GYPSYING GGINPSYY GYPSY, to live like gypsy (wanderer) [v] 
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HACKINGS ACGHIKNS HACKING, activity of riding horse for pleasure [n] 

HACKLING ACGHIKLN HACKLE, to hack (to cut or chop roughly) [v] 

HAIRWORK AHIKORRW making of articles from hair [n -S] 

HALACHIC AACCHHIL HALACHA, legal part of Talmud [adj] 

HALAKAHS AAAHHKLS HALAKAH, halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n] 

HALAKHAS AAAHHKLS HALAKHA, halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n] 

HALAKHOT AAHHKLOT HALAKHA, halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n] / HALAKHAH [n] 

HALAKOTH AAHHKLOT HALAKAH, halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n] 
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HALFPIPE AEFHILPP U-shaped course used for skateboarding [n -S] 

HANDBOOK ABDHKNOO manual (small reference book) [n -S] 

HANDOFFS ADFFHNOS HANDOFF, play in football [n] 

HAPKIDOS ADHIKOPS HAPKIDO, Korean martial art [n] 

HARDBODY ABDDHORY attractive person with muscular body [n -DIES] 

HARDTACK AACDHKRT hard biscuit [n -S] 

HARIJANS AAHIJNRS HARIJAN, outcaste in India [n] 

HARRUMPH AHHMPRRU to make guttural sound [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HARUMPHS AHHMPRSU HARUMPH, to harrumph (to make guttural sound) [v] 

HAVDALAH AAADHHLV habdalah (Jewish ceremony) [n -S] 

HAWKNOSE AEHKNOSW large, curved nose [n -S] 

HAYFIELD ADEFHILY field where grasses for hay are grown [n -S] 

HAYWARDS AADHRSWY HAYWARD, officer who tends cattle [n] 

HEADFISH ADEFHHIS marine fish [n -ES] 

HEADLOCK ACDEHKLO wrestling hold [n -S] 

HEADWAYS AADEHSWY HEADWAY, forward movement [n] 

HECKLING CEGHIKLN HECKLE, to harass speaker [v] 

HECTICLY CCEHILTY HECTIC, filled with turmoil [adv] 

HEDGEHOP DEEGHHOP to fly near ground [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

HEEHAWED ADEEEHHW HEEHAW, to guffaw (to laugh loudly) [v] 

HELPDESK DEEHKLPS service that helps customers with problems [n -S] 

HEMOCYTE CEEHMOTY blood cell [n -S] 

HENCHMAN ACEHHMNN unscrupulous supporter [n -MEN] 

HENCHMEN CEEHHMNN HENCHMAN, unscrupulous supporter [n] 

HEPTARCH ACEHHPRT one of group of seven rulers [n -S] 

HERETRIX EEHIRRTX heritrix (female heritor) [n -ICES, -ES] 

HERITRIX EHIIRRTX female heritor [n -ICES, -ES] 

HEXEREIS EEEHIRSX HEXEREI, witchcraft [n] 

HEXOSANS AEHNOSSX HEXOSAN, carbohydrate [n] 

HIBACHIS ABCHHIIS HIBACHI, cooking device [n] 

HICCUPED CCDEHIPU HICCUP, to make peculiar-sounding, spasmodic inhalation [v] 

HIDEAWAY AADEHIWY hideout (place of refuge) [n -S] 

HIGHBRED BDEGHHIR highborn (of noble birth) [adj] 

HIGHLIFE EFGHHIIL lifestyle of fashionable society [n -S] 

HINDMILK DHIIKLMN breast milk exuded after first part of feeding [n -S] 

HOBBYIST BBHIOSTY one that pursues hobby [n -S] 

HOICKING CGHIIKNO HOICK, to change directions abruptly [v] 

HOLOGYNY GHLNOOYY trait transmitted solely in female line [n -NIES] 

HOLYDAYS ADHLOSYY HOLYDAY, religious holiday [n] 

HOMEBOYS BEHMOOSY HOMEBOY, boy or man from one's neighborhood [n] 

HOMEBREW BEEHMORW alcoholic beverage made at home [n -S] 

HOMONYMS HMMNOOSY HOMONYM, namesake (one who is named after another) [n] 

HONEYDEW DEEHNOWY sweet fluid [n -S] 

HOOFLIKE EFHIKLOO resembling hoof (hard covering on feet of certain animals) [adj] 

HOTCHPOT CHHOOPTT combining of properties in order to divide them equally among heirs [n -S] 

HUSHEDLY DEHHLSUY HUSH, to quiet (to cause to be quiet) [adv] 
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HYDRACID ACDDHIRY acid (type of chemical compound) [n -S] 

HYDRANTH ADHHNRTY oral opening of hydra [n -S] 

HYMENIUM EHIMMNUY layer in certain fungi [n -IA, -S] 

HYPEROPE EEHOPPRY farsighted person [n -S] 

HYPNOTIC CHINOPTY sleep-inducing drug [n -S] 

HYPOPNEA AEHNOPPY abnormally shallow breathing [n -S] 
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IDEALIZE ADEEIILZ to regard as perfect [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

IDOLIZER DEIILORZ one that idolizes (to worship (to honor and love as divine being)) [n -S] 

IDOLIZES DEIILOSZ IDOLIZE, to worship (to honor and love as divine being) [v] 

ILLIQUID DIIILLQU not being cash [adj] 

IMPISHLY HIILMPSY IMPISH, mischievous [adv] 

INCHWORM CHIMNORW type of worm [n -S] 

INFIXION FIIINNOX act of infixing (to implant (to set securely)) [n -S] 

INFLUXES EFILNSUX INFLUX, flowing in [n] 

INJECTED CDEEIJNT INJECT, to force fluid into [v] 

INQUIRED DEIINQRU INQUIRE, to ask about [v] 

IODIZERS DEIIORSZ IODIZER, one that iodizes (to treat with iodine) [n] 

IONIZING GIIINNOZ IONIZE, to convert into ions [v] 

IRONIZED DEIINORZ IRONIZE, to mix with nutritional iron [v] 
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JAGGEDER ADEEGGJR JAGGED, having sharply uneven edge or surface [adj] 

JAILBIRD ABDIIJLR prisoner (one that is imprisoned) [n -S] 

JANISARY AAIJNRSY janizary (Turkish soldier) [n -RIES] 

JAPANNED AADEJNNP JAPAN, to coat with glossy, black lacquer [v] 

JARLDOMS ADJLMORS JARLDOM, domain of jarl [n] 

JAUNCING ACGIJNNU JAUNCE, to prance (to spring forward on hind legs) [v] 

JAUNDICE ACDEIJNU to prejudice unfavorably [v -D, -CING, -S] 

JAUNTILY AIJLNTUY JAUNTY, having lively and self-confident manner [adv] 

JAVELINA AAEIJLNV peccary (piglike hoofed mammal) [n -S] 

JAVELINS AEIJLNSV JAVELIN, to pierce with javelin (light spear) [v] 

JAWLINES AEIJLNSW JAWLINE, outline of lower jaw [n] 

JEALOUSY AEJLOSUY jealous feeling [n -SIES] 

JEMADARS AADEJMRS JEMADAR, officer in army of India [n] 

JEMIDARS ADEIJMRS JEMIDAR, jemadar (officer in army of India) [n] 

JEOPARDS ADEJOPRS JEOPARD, to imperil (to place in jeopardy) [v] 

JEREMIAD ADEEIJMR tale of woe [n -S] 

JETBEADS ABDEEJST JETBEAD, ornamental shrub [n] 

JETFOILS EFIJLOST JETFOIL, jet-powered hydrofoil (boat with winglike structures for lifting hull above water) [n] 

JEWELERS EEEJLRSW JEWELER, dealer or maker of jewelry [n] 

JEWELLER EEEJLLRW jeweler (dealer or maker of jewelry) [n -S] 

JIGGERED DEEGGIJR damned (damnable (detestable)) [adj] / JIGGER, to jerk up and down [v] 
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JIGGLING GGGIIJLN JIGGLE, to shake lightly [v] 

JINGOISM GIIJMNOS spirit or policy of jingoes [n -S] 

JOCUNDER CDEJNORU JOCUND, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

JOGGINGS GGGIJNOS JOGGING, practice of running at slow, steady pace [n] 

JOGGLING GGGIJLNO JOGGLE, to shake slightly [v] 

JOHANNES AEHJNNOS Portuguese coin [n JOHANNES] 

JOHNNIES EHIJNNOS JOHNNIE, johnny (sleeveless hospital gown) [n] / JOHNNY [n] 

JOHNSONS HJNNOOSS JOHNSON, offensive word [n] 

JOUNCING CGIJNNOU JOUNCE, to move roughly up and down [v] 

JOURNEYS EJNORSUY JOURNEY, to travel (to go from one place to another) [v] 

JOWLIEST EIJLOSTW JOWLY, having prominent jowls [adj] 

JUDDERED DDDEEJRU JUDDER, to vibrate (to move back and forth rapidly) [v] 

JUDICARE ACDEIJRU legal aid whereby lawyers are paid by government for services to poor clients [n -S] 

JUDICIAL ACDIIJLU pertaining to courts of law [adj] 

JUGGLING GGGIJLNU jugglery (art of juggler) [n -S] / JUGGLE, to perform feats of manual dexterity [v] 

JUMARING AGIJMNRU JUMAR, to climb with ropes using type of clamp [v] 

JUMARRED ADEJMRRU JUMAR, to climb with ropes using type of clamp [v] 

JURATORY AJORRTUY pertaining to oath (formal declaration or promise to fulfill pledge) [adj] 

JURYLESS EJLRSSUY being without jury [adj] 

JUSSIVES EIJSSSUV JUSSIVE, word used to express command [n] 

JUVENALS AEJLNSUV JUVENAL, young bird's plumage [n] 

JUVENILE EEIJLNUV young person [n -S] 
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KALEWIFE AEEFIKLW female vegetable vendor [n -IVES] 

KASHRUTH AHHKRSTU Jewish dietary laws [n -S] 

KATHODIC ACDHIKOT KATHODE, cathode (negatively charged electrode) [adj] 

KERYGMAS AEGKMRSY KERYGMA, preaching of gospel [n] 

KEYBOARD ABDEKORY to operate machine by means of keyset [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

KEYCARDS ACDEKRSY KEYCARD, coded card for operating device [n] 

KEYHOLES EEHKLOSY KEYHOLE, hole for key [n] 

KHALIFAS AAFHIKLS KHALIFA, caliph (Muslim leader) [n] 

KIBOSHED BDEHIKOS KIBOSH, to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of) [v] 

KINGSHIP GHIIKNPS power or position of king [n -S] 

KNAPWEED ADEEKNPW meadow plant [n -S] 

KOWTOWER EKOORTWW one that kowtows (to behave in servile manner) [n -S] 

KRYOLITH HIKLORTY cryolite (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n -S] 
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LACKADAY AAACDKLY used to express regret [interj] 

LACKEYED ACDEEKLY LACKEY, to act in servile manner [v] 

LADYFISH ADFHILSY bonefish (slender marine fish) [n -ES] 

LAKEVIEW AEEIKLVW overlooking lake (sizable inland body of water) [adj] 

LARYNXES AELNRSXY LARYNX, organ of respiratory tract [n] 
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LATHWORK AHKLORTW lathing (work made of or using laths) [n -S] 

LAXATIVE AAEILTVX drug that stimulates evacuation of bowels [n -S] 

LECHAYIM ACEHILMY lehayim (traditional Jewish toast) [n -S] 

LEGALIZE AEEGILLZ to make lawful [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

LEKYTHOI EHIKLOTY LEKYTHOS, oil jar used in ancient Greece [n] 

LEKYTHOS EHKLOSTY oil jar used in ancient Greece [n -OI] 

LEKYTHUS EHKLSTUY lekythos (oil jar used in ancient Greece) [n -HI] 

LEXIGRAM AEGILMRX symbol representing word [n -S] 

LIFEWORK EFIKLORW major work of one's lifetime [n -S] 

LIMBECKS BCEIKLMS LIMBECK, alembic (apparatus formerly used in distilling) [n] 

LIONIZED DEIILNOZ LIONIZE, to treat or regard as celebrity [v] 

LIQUATED ADEILQTU LIQUATE, to purify metal by heating [v] 

LIQUORED DEILOQRU LIQUOR, to intoxicate with liquor (alcoholic beverage) [v] 

LIXIVIAL AIIILLVX LIXIVIUM, solution obtained by leaching [adj] 

LOCKDOWN CDKLNOOW confinement of prisoners to their cells [n -S] 

LOZENGES EEGLNOSZ LOZENGE, small, often medicated candy [n] 

LUMPFISH FHILMPSU marine fish [n -ES] 

LYMPHOUS HLMOPSUY LYMPH, body fluid containing white blood cells [adj] 

LYNCHPIN CHILNNPY linchpin (locking pin inserted in end of shaft) [n -S] 
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MAGICKED ACDEGIKM MAGIC, to affect by magic (sorcery) [v] 

MAGNOXES AEGMNOSX MAGNOX, magnesium-based alloy [n] 

MAHIMAHI AAHHIIMM food fish in Hawaii [n -S] 

MAJAGUAS AAAGJMSU MAJAGUA, tropical tree [n] 

MAJORING AGIJMNOR MAJOR, to pursue specific principal course of study [v] 

MAPMAKER AAEKMMPR one that makes maps [n -S] 

MARKDOWN ADKMNORW reduction in price [n -S] 

MARKEDLY ADEKLMRY in evident (clear to vision or understanding) manner [adv] 

MERONYMY EMMNORYY semantic relationship between part and whole [n -MIES] 

MESOPHYL EHLMOPSY soft tissue of leaf [n -S] 

METHYLIC CEHILMTY METHYL, univalent radical [adj] 

METONYMY EMMNOTYY type of figure of speech [n -MIES] 

MIDWEEKS DEEIKMSW MIDWEEK, middle of week [n] 

MIDWIFED DDEFIIMW MIDWIFE, to assist woman in childbirth [v] 

MIDWIVED DDEIIMVW MIDWIFE, to assist woman in childbirth [v] 

MILKSHED DEHIKLMS region supplying milk to particular community [n -S] 

MILKWEED DEEIKLMW plant that secretes milky juice [n -S] 

MILKWOOD DIKLMOOW tropical tree [n -S] 

MIMICKER CEIIKMMR one that mimics (to imitate closely) [n -S] 

MISCHIEF CEFHIIMS action that causes irritation, harm, or trouble [n -S] 

MISHMASH AHHIMMSS confused mixture [n -ES] 

MISHMOSH HHIMMOSS mishmash (confused mixture) [n -ES] 

MISKEYED DEEIKMSY MISKEY, to key into machine incorrectly [v] 

MISYOKED DEIKMOSY MISYOKE, to yoke improperly [v] 
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MOCKABLE ABCEKLMO MOCK, to ridicule (to make fun of) [adj] 

MOLYBDIC BCDILMOY pertaining to certain metallic element [adj] 

MONARCHY ACHMNORY rule by monarch [n -HIES] 

MONKEYED DEEKMNOY MONKEY, to mimic (to imitate closely) [v] 

MONKHOOD DHKMNOOO state of being monk (man who is member of secluded religious order) [n -S] 

MONOXIDE DEIMNOOX type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n -S] 

MOORCOCK CCKMOOOR male moorfowl [n -S] 

MOPISHLY HILMOPSY MOPISH, given to moping [adv] 

MOSHAVIM AHIMMOSV MOSHAV, cooperative settlement of small farms in Israel [n] 

MOSSBACK ABCKMOSS large, old fish [n -S] 

MOVEABLY ABELMOVY movably (so as to be capable of being moved) [adv] 

MUGWUMPS GMMPSUUW MUGWUMP, political independent [n] 

MYSTICLY CILMSTYY in mystical (spiritually significant or symbolic) manner [adv] 

MYTHICAL ACHILMTY based on or described in myth [adj] 
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NAUMACHY AACHMNUY mock sea battle [n -HIES] 

NEBBISHY BBEHINSY NEBBISH, meek person [adj] 

NEWLYWED DEELNWWY person recently married [n -S] 

NOMARCHY ACHMNORY nome (province of modern Greece) [n -HIES] 

NUMBFISH BFHIMNSU fish capable of emitting electric shocks [n -ES] 

NYMPHEAN AEHMNNPY pertaining to nymph (female spirit) [adj] 

NYMPHETS EHMNPSTY NYMPHET, young nymph [n] 
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OCTARCHY ACCHORTY government by eight persons [n -HIES] 

ODORIZER DEIOORRZ one that odorizes (to make odorous) [n -S] 

ODORIZES DEIOORSZ ODORIZE, to make odorous [v] 

OFFRAMPS AFFMOPRS OFFRAMP, road leading off expressway [n] 

OOPHYTIC CHIOOPTY OOPHYTE, stage of development in certain plants [adj] 

ORGANIZE AEGINORZ to form into orderly whole [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ORGANZAS AAGNORSZ ORGANZA, sheer fabric [n] 

OUTBOXED BDEOOTUX OUTBOX, to surpass in boxing [v] 

OUTFOXES EFOOSTUX OUTFOX, to outwit (to get better of by superior cleverness) [v] 

OUTGAZES AEGOSTUZ OUTGAZE, to surpass in gazing [v] 

OUTPSYCH CHOPSTUY to defeat by psychological means [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSIZED DEIOSTUZ OUTSIZE, unusual size [adj] 

OVERDECK CDEEKORV to adorn extravagantly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERHIGH EGHHIORV too high [adj] 

OVERJUST EJORSTUV too just [adj] 

OVERMUCH CEHMORUV excess [n -ES] 

OVERWEAK AEEKORVW too weak [adj] 

OVERWORK EKOORRVW to cause to work too hard [v -ED, -WROUGHT, -ING, -S] 

OXBLOODS BDLOOOSX OXBLOOD, deep red color [n] 
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OXHEARTS AEHORSTX OXHEART, variety of sweet cherry [n] 

OXIDABLE ABDEILOX capable of being oxidized [adj] 

OXIDASIC ACDIIOSX OXIDASE, oxidizing enzyme [adj] 

OXYSALTS ALOSSTXY OXYSALT, salt of oxyacid [n] 

OXYTONES ENOOSTXY OXYTONE, word having heavy stress on last syllable [n] 

OZONATED ADENOOTZ OZONATE, to treat or combine with ozone [v] 

OZONIDES DEINOOSZ OZONIDE, compound of ozone [n] 

OZONISED DEINOOSZ OZONISE, to ozonize (to convert into ozone) [v] 
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PACHADOM AACDHMOP pashadom (rank of pasha) [n -S] 

PACKABLE AABCEKLP PACK, to put into receptacle for transportation or storage [adj] 

PACKAGED AACDEGKP PACKAGE, to make into package (wrapped or boxed object) [v] 

PADDOCKS ACDDKOPS PADDOCK, to confine in enclosure for horses [v] 

PANDOWDY ADDNOPWY apple dessert [n -DIES] 

PANSOPHY AHNOPPSY universal knowledge [n HIES] 

PARKLIKE AEIKKLPR resembling outdoor recreational area [adj] 

PARONYMY AMNOPRYY state of being paronym (word having same root as another) [n -MIES] 

PATCHILY ACHILPTY PATCHY, uneven in quality [adv] 

PAWNSHOP AHNOPPSW place where things are pawned [n -S] 

PEACOCKS ACCEKOPS PEACOCK, to strut vainly [v] 

PEAKLIKE AEEIKKLP resembling peak [adj] 

PEEPSHOW EEHOPPSW exhibition viewed through small opening [n -S] 

PEMPHIGI EGHIIMPP PEMPHIGUS [n] 

PERJURED DEEJPRRU PERJURE, to make perjurer of [v] 

PEROXIDE DEEIOPRX to treat with peroxide (bleaching agent) [v -D, -DING, -S] 

PEROXIDS DEIOPRSX PEROXID, peroxide [n] 

PETCOCKS CCEKOPST PETCOCK, small valve or faucet [n] 

PHENYLIC CEHILNPY PHENYL, univalent chemical radical [adj] 

PHOSPHIN HHINOPPS poisonous gas [n -S] 

PHOSPHOR HHOOPPRS substance that will emit light when exposed to radiation [n -S] 

PHREAKED ADEEHKPR PHREAK, to gain illegal access to long-distance telephone service to avoid tolls [v] 

PHTHALIC ACHHILPT pertaining to certain acid [adj] 

PHTHISIC CHHIIPST phthisis (disease of lungs) [n -S] 

PHYLETIC CEHILPTY PHYLESIS, course of evolutionary development [adj] 

PHYLLOME EHLLMOPY leaf of plant [n -S] 

PHYSICAL ACHILPSY medical examination of body [n -S] 

PHYTONIC CHINOPTY PHYTON, structural unit of plant [adj] 

PICKABLE ABCEIKLP PICK, to select (to choose (to take by preference)) [adj] 

PICOWAVE ACEIOPVW to irradiate (food) with gamma rays [v -D, -VING, -S] 

PIDDOCKS CDDIKOPS PIDDOCK, bivalve mollusk [n] 

PINCHBUG BCGHINPU large beetle [n -S] 

PINPRICK CIIKNPPR to puncture with pin [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PIPEFISH EFHIIPPS slender fish [n -ES] 

PITCHILY CHIILPTY in very dark manner [adv] 
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PLAYBOYS ABLOPSYY PLAYBOY, man devoted to pleasurable activities [n] 

PLOWBOYS BLOOPSWY PLOWBOY, boy who leads plow team [n] 

POKEWEED DEEEKOPW perennial herb [n -S] 

POLEAXED ADEELOPX POLEAX, to strike with axlike weapon [v] / POLEAXE [v] 

POLYMATH AHLMOPTY person of great and varied learning [n -S] 

POLYPARY ALOPPRYY common supporting structure of polyp colony [n -RIES] 

POLYSEMY ELMOPSYY diversity of meanings [n -MIES] 

POLYTYPE ELOPPTYY crystal structure [n -S] 

PORKWOOD DKOOOPRW tropical tree [n -S] 

PREPACKS ACEKPPRS PREPACK, to package before retail distribution [v] 

PRINCOCK CCIKNOPR coxcomb (conceited dandy) [n -S] 

PROPHESY EHOPPRSY to predict (to tell of or about in advance) [v -SIED, -ING, -SIES] 

PROTOXID DIOOPRTX oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n -S] 

PROVABLY ABLOPRVY PROVE, to establish truth or validity of [adv] 

PROVOKED DEKOOPRV PROVOKE, to incite to anger or resentment [v] 

PUFFBALL ABFFLLPU any of various globular fungi [n -S] 

PULLBACK ABCKLLPU restraint or drawback [n -S] 

PUMPKINS IKMNPPSU PUMPKIN, large, edible fruit [n] 

PUMPLIKE EIKLMPPU resembling pump [adj] 

PUNCHILY CHILNPUY PUNCHY, dazed [adv] 

PYRIFORM FIMOPRRY pear-shaped [adj] 

PYRRHICS CHIPRRSY PYRRHIC, type of metrical foot [n] 

PYTHONIC CHINOPTY PYTHON, large snake [adj] 
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QUAALUDE AADELQUU sedative drug [n -S] 

QUADRANS AADNQRSU ancient Roman coin [n -S] 

QUADRANT AADNQRTU quarter section of circle [n -S] 

QUADRATE AADEQRTU to correspond or agree [v -D, -TING, -S] 

QUADRATI AADIQRTU QUADRATUS, rectangular muscle [n] / rectangular muscles [n QUADRATI] 

QUADRATS AADQRSTU QUADRAT, piece of type metal used for filling spaces [n] 

QUADROON ADNOOQRU person of one-quarter black ancestry [n -S] 

QUAILING AGIILNQU QUAIL, to cower (to cringe (to shrink in fear)) [v] 

QUANTING AGINNQTU QUANT, to propel through water with pole [v] 

QUANTONG AGNNOQTU quandong (Australian tree) [n -S] 

QUARRIED ADEIQRRU QUARRY, to dig stone from excavation [v] 

QUEENING EEGINNQU QUEEN, to make queen (female monarch) of [v] 

QUEERING EEGINQRU QUEER, to spoil effect or success of [v] 

QUELLING EGILLNQU QUELL, to suppress (to put end to forcibly) [v] 

QUERIDAS ADEIQRSU QUERIDA, female sweetheart [n] 

QUESTING EGINQSTU QUEST, to make search [v] 

QUEUEING EEGINQUU QUEUE, to line up [v] 

QUIETING EGIINQTU QUIET, to cause to be quiet [v] 

QUIETUDE DEEIQTUU state of tranquility [n -S] 

QUILLING GIILLNQU material that is quilled [n -S] / QUILL, to press small ridges in [v] 
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QUILTING GIILNQTU material that is used for making quilts [n -S] / QUILT, to stitch together with padding in between [v] 

QUINOIDS DIINOQSU QUINOID, chemical compound [n] 

QUINSIED DEIINQSU QUINSY, inflammation of tonsils [adj] 

QUIRTING GIINQRTU QUIRT, to strike with riding whip [v] 

QUISLING GIILNQSU traitor who aids invaders of his country [n -S] 

QUITTING GIINQTTU QUIT, to end one's engagement in or occupation with [v] 

QUOINING GIINNOQU materials (as stones or bricks) used to form external corner of building [n -S] / QUOIN, to secure with type of wedge [v] 

QUOITING GIINOQTU QUOIT, to play throwing game similar to ringtoss [v] 
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RAKEOFFS AEFFKORS RAKEOFF, share of profits [n] 

RAKISHLY AHIKLRSY RAKISH, dapper (looking neat and trim) [adv] 

RAZEEING AEEGINRZ RAZEE, to make lower by removing upper deck, as ship [v] 

RAZORING AGINORRZ RAZOR, to shave or cut with sharp-edged instrument [v] 

REALIZED ADEEILRZ REALIZE, to understand completely [v] 

REENJOYS EEJNORSY REENJOY, to enjoy again [v] 

REFLEXES EEEFLRSX REFLEX, to bend back [v] 

REFLUXES EEFLRSUX REFLUX, to cause to flow back [v] 

REGLAZES AEEGLRSZ REGLAZE, to glaze again [v] 

REINJURY EIJNRRUY second injury [n -RIES] 

REJECTED CDEEEJRT REJECT, to refuse to accept, consider, or make use of [v] 

REJIGGED DEEGGIJR REJIG, to rejigger (to alter (to make different)) [v] 

REJOICED CDEEIJOR REJOICE, to feel joyful [v] 

REJUDGED DDEEGJRU REJUDGE, to judge again [v] 

REMIXING EGIIMNRX REMIX, to mix again [v] 

RENDZINA ADEINNRZ type of soil [n -S] 

REPACIFY ACEFIPRY to pacify again [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

REQUIRED DEEIQRRU REQUIRE, to have need of [v] 

REQUITED DEEIQRTU REQUITE, to make equivalent return for [v] 

RESEIZED DEEEIRSZ RESEIZE, to seize again [v] 

RESIZING EGIINRSZ RESIZE, to size again [v] 

REZEROED DEEEORRZ REZERO, to reset (gauge) back to zero [v] 

REZONING EGINNORZ act of rezoning [n -S] / REZONE, to zone again [v] 

RIKSHAWS AHIKRSSW RIKSHAW, rickshaw (small, two-wheeled passenger vehicle) [n] 

ROCKWEED CDEEKORW brown seaweed [n -S] 

ROQUETED DEEOQRTU ROQUET, to cause one's own ball to hit another in croquet [v] 

ROUGHHEW EGHHORUW to shape roughly [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

ROWDYISH DHIORSWY tending to be rowdy [adj] 

RUBBISHY BBHIRSUY RUBBISH, to reject as worthless [adj] 

RUFFLIKE EFFIKLRU resembling ruff (pleated collar) [adj] 
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SACKLIKE ACEIKKLS resembling sack [adj] 

SAVVYING AGINSVVY SAVVY, to understand (to grasp mentally) [v] 
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SAXHORNS AHNORSSX SAXHORN, brass wind instrument [n] 

SCATBACK AABCCKST type of player in football [n -S] 

SCRATCHY ACCHRSTY made by scratching [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SCREECHY CCEEHRSY screeching [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SCRUNCHY CCHNRSUY elastic band for fastening hair [n -HIES] 

SCYPHATE ACEHPSTY shaped like cup [adj] 

SEIZINGS EGIINSSZ SEIZING, act of one that seizes [n] 

SEQUINED DEEINQSU SEQUIN, to affix sequins (shiny ornamental discs) to [v] 

SEXUALLY AELLSUXY SEXUAL, pertaining to sex [adv] 

SHABBILY ABBHILSY SHABBY, ragged (tattered) [adv] 

SHACKING ACGHIKNS SHACK, to live or dwell [v] 

SHACKLED ACDEHKLS SHACKLE, to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles [v] 

SHAGBARK AABGHKRS hardwood tree [n -S] 

SHAMABLY AABHLMSY SHAMABLE, capable of being shamed [adv] 

SHAMMASH AAHHMMSS shammes (minor official of synagogue) [n -IM] 

SHARKISH AHHIKRSS behaving like shark (predatory fish) [adj] 

SHASHLIK AHHIKLSS kabob (cubes of meat cooked on skewer) [n -S] 

SHEIKDOM DEHIKMOS area ruled by sheik [n -S] 

SHELDUCK CDEHKLSU European duck [n -S] 

SHIMMERY EHIMMRSY shimmering [adj] 

SHIPWORM HIMOPRSW wormlike mollusk [n -S] 

SHITWORK HIKORSTW offensive word [n -S] 

SHOCKING CGHIKNOS SHOCK, to strike with great surprise, horror, or disgust [v] 

SHOPBOYS BHOOPSSY SHOPBOY, salesclerk [n] 

SHOWDOWN DHNOOSWW event that forces conclusion of issue [n -S] 

SHREWDLY DEHLRSWY SHREWD, having keen insight [adv] 

SHROFFED DEFFHORS SHROFF, to test genuineness of, as coin [v] 

SHUCKING CGHIKNSU act of one that shucks [n -S] / SHUCK, to remove husk or shell from [v] 

SHUFFLED DEFFHLSU SHUFFLE, to walk without lifting feet [v] 

SILVEXES EEILSSVX SILVEX, herbicide [n] 

SIMPLIFY FIILMPSY to make simple [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

SIXTIETH EHIISTTX one of sixty equal parts [n -S] 

SKETCHED CDEEHKST SKETCH, to make rough, hasty drawing of [v] 

SKEWBALD ABDEKLSW horse having patches of brown and white [n -S] 

SKIFFLES EFFIKLSS SKIFFLE, to play particular style of music [v] 

SKIVVIES EIIKSSVV SKIVVY, to work as female servant [v] 

SKYBOARD ABDKORSY board with foot bindings that is used for skysurfing [n -S] 

SKYSURFS FKRSSSUY SKYSURF, to perform maneuvers during free fall while riding on skyboard [v] 

SKYWRITE EIKRSTWY to write in sky by releasing visible vapor from airplane [v -ROTE, -TTEN, -TING, -S] 

SKYWROTE EKORSTWY SKYWRITE, to write in sky by releasing visible vapor from airplane [v] 

SLEAZING AEGILNSZ SLEAZE, to behave in sleazy manner [v] 

SLEAZOID ADEILOSZ person of low morals or character [n -S] 

SNAPBACK AABCKNPS rebound or recovery [n -S] 

SNEEZING EEGINNSZ SNEEZE, to make sudden, involuntary expiration of breath [v] 

SNOOZING GINNOOSZ SNOOZE, to sleep lightly [v] 

SNOOZLED DELNOOSZ SNOOZLE, to nuzzle (to push with nose) [v] 
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SOLIQUID DIILOQSU fluid colloidal system [n -S] 

SOUNDBOX BDNOOSUX resonant cavity in musical instrument [n -ES] 

SPADIXES ADEIPSSX SPADIX, flower cluster [n] 

SPINACHY ACHINPSY SPINACH, cultivated herb [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SPLOTCHY CHLOPSTY splotched [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

SQUADRON ADNOQRSU to arrange in squadrons (units of military organization) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SQUALLED ADELLQSU SQUALL, to cry or scream loudly [v] 

SQUANDER ADENQRSU to spend wastefully [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SQUARING AGINQRSU SQUARE, to make square [v] 

SQUATTED ADEQSTTU SQUAT, to bend one's knees and sit on one's heels [v] 

SQUEALED ADEELQSU SQUEAL, to utter sharp, shrill cry [v] 

SQUEEGEE EEEEGQSU to wipe with squeegee (implement for removing water from surface) [v -D, -ING, -S] 

SQUILGEE EEGILQSU to squeegee (to wipe with squeegee (implement for removing water from surface)) [v -D, -ING, -S] 

SQUINTED DEINQSTU SQUINT, to look with eyes partly closed [v] 

SQUIRING GIINQRSU SQUIRE, to serve as squire (escort) [v] 

SQUIRTED DEIQRSTU SQUIRT, to eject in thin, swift stream [v] 

STANZAED AADENSTZ STANZA, division of poem [adj] 

STARGAZE AAEGRSTZ to gaze at stars [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

STOMACHY ACHMOSTY paunchy (having protruding belly) [adj] 

STOPCOCK CCKOOPST type of faucet (device for controlling flow of liquid from pipe) [n -S] 

STYRAXES AERSSTXY STYRAX, storax (fragrant resin) [n] 

SUBBLOCK BBCKLOSU subdivision of block [n -S] 

SUBCHIEF BCEFHISU subordinate chief [n -S] 

SUBINDEX BDEINSUX subfix (distinguishing symbol or letter written below another character) [n -ES, -DICES] 

SUBOXIDE BDEIOSUX oxide containing relatively little oxygen [n -S] 

SUBPHYLA ABHLPSUY SUBPHYLUM, taxonomic division forming part of phylum [n] / divisions within phylum [n SUBPHYLA] 

SVARAJES AAEJRSSV SVARAJ, swaraj (self-government in British India) [n] 

SWAMPISH AHIMPSSW swampy (marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land))) [adj] 

SWANKILY AIKLNSWY SWANKY, swank (imposingly elegant) [adv] 

SWARAJES AAEJRSSW SWARAJ, self-government in British India [n] 

SWIMMILY IILMMSWY SWIMMY, dizzy (having sensation of whirling) [adv] 

SYMMETRY EMMRSTYY exact correspondence between opposite halves of figure [n -RIES] 

SYMPATRY AMPRSTYY state of occupying same area without loss of identity from interbreeding [n -RIES] 

SYNCARPY ACNPRSYY state of being syncarp (fleshy multiple fruit) [n -PIES] 

SYNKARYA AAKNRSYY cell nuclei formed by fusion of two preexisting nuclei [n SYNKARYA] 

SYNTAXES AENSSTXY SYNTAX, way in which words are put together to form phrases and sentences [n] 

SYNTHPOP HNOPPSTY popular music played with synthesizers [n -S] 

SYPHONIC CHINOPSY siphonic (siphonal (of or pertaining to siphon)) [adj] 

SYRINXES EINRSSXY SYRINX, vocal organ of bird [n] 
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TAKEAWAY AAAEKTWY prepared food to be taken away from its place of sale [n -S] 

TAKEOFFS AEFFKOST TAKEOFF, act of rising in flight [n] 

TEAZELED ADEEELTZ TEAZEL, to teasel (to raise soft surface on fabric with bristly flower head) [v] 

TEAZLING AEGILNTZ TEAZLE, to teasel (to raise soft surface on fabric with bristly flower head) [v] 
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TEXTUARY AERTTUXY specialist in study of Scriptures [n -RIES] 

THACKING ACGHIKNT THACK, to thatch (to cover with thatch (plant stalks or foliage)) [v] 

THANKFUL AFHKLNTU feeling gratitude [adj -LLER, -LLEST] 

THORAXES AEHORSTX THORAX, part of body between neck and abdomen [n] 

THYMOMAS AHMMOSTY THYMOMA, tumor arising from thymus tissue [n] 

TOLARJEV AEJLORTV TOLAR, former monetary unit of Slovenia [n] 

TOMBACKS ABCKMOST TOMBACK, tombac (alloy of copper and zinc) [n] 

TOMMYCOD CDMMOOTY tomcod (marine fish) [n -S] 

TOPONYMY MNOOPTYY study of toponyms [n -MIES] 

TORQUING GINOQRTU TORQUE, to cause to twist [v] 

TOUZLING GILNOTUZ TOUZLE, to tousle (to dishevel (to make messy)) [v] 

TOWNFOLK FKLNOOTW inhabitants of town [n TOWNFOLK] 

TRANSFIX AFINRSTX to impale (to pierce with pointed object) [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

TRIPTYCH CHIPRTTY ancient writing tablet [n -S] 

TRYWORKS KORRSTWY type of furnace [n -S] 

TWINJETS EIJNSTTW TWINJET, aircraft with two jet engines [n] 

TYCHISMS CHIMSSTY TYCHISM, proposition that chance is operative in universe [n] 

TYPEFACE ACEEFPTY face of printing type [n -S] 

TYPHONIC CHINOPTY TYPHOON, tropical hurricane [adj] 

TZIGANES AEGINSTZ TZIGANE, gypsy [n] 
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UNBOXING BGINNOUX UNBOX, to remove from box [v] 

UNCATCHY ACCHNTUY not catchy (pleasing and easily remembered) [adj] 

UNCHANCY ACCHNNUY unlucky (not lucky (having good fortune)) [adj] 

UNCHICLY CCHILNUY not chicly (in elegant (tastefully opulent) manner) [adv] 

UNCHOKED CDEHKNOU UNCHOKE, to free from obstruction [v] 

UNCHURCH CCHHNRUU to expel from church [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNITIZED DEIINTUZ UNITIZE, to divide into units [v] 

UNJUDGED DDEGJNUU not judged (to decide on critically) [adj] 

UNJUSTLY JLNSTUUY not justly (in just (acting in conformity with what is morally good) manner) [adv] 

UNMIXING GIIMNNUX UNMIX, to separate from mixture [v] 

UNQUOTED DENOQTUU UNQUOTE, to close quotation [v] 

UNSEIZED DEEINSUZ not seized (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly) [adj] 

UNSEXILY EILNSUXY not sexily (in sexy (arousing sexual desire) manner) [adv]   

UPCYCLED CCDELPUY UPCYCLE, to recycle into something of greater value [v]   

UPPISHLY HILPPSUY UPPISH, uppity (tending to be snobbish and arrogant) [adv] 

UTILIZED DEIILTUZ UTILIZE, to make use of [v] 
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VALKYRIE AEIKLRVY maiden in Norse mythology [n -S] 

VERJUSES EEJRSSUV VERJUS, verjuice (juice of sour or unripe fruit) [n] 

VERNIXES EEINRSVX VERNIX, fatty substance covering skin of fetus [n] 

VERTEXES EEERSTVX VERTEX, highest point of something [n] 
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VEXATION AEINOTVX cause of trouble [n -S] 

VEXILLAR AEILLRVX VEXILLUM, web or vane of feather [adj] 

VIBRANCY ABCINRVY quality or state of being vibrant [n -CIES] 

VIEWSHED DEEHISVW natural environment visible from viewing point [n -S] 

VINCIBLY BCIILNVY VINCIBLE, capable of being conquered [adv] 

VIOMYCIN CIIMNOVY antibiotic [n -S] 

VISCACHA AACCHISV burrowing rodent [n -S] 

VIVIFIED DEFIIIVV VIVIFY, to give life to [v] 

VORTEXES EEORSTVX VORTEX, whirling mass of fluid [n] 
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WAFFLING AFFGILNW indecisive statement or position [n -S] / WAFFLE, to talk vaguely or indecisively [v] 

WAIFLIKE AEFIIKLW resembling waif (homeless child) [adj] 

WAKERIFE AEEFIKRW wakeful (not sleeping or able to sleep) [adj] 

WALKOVER AEKLORVW walkaway (easy victory) [n -S] 

WALKYRIE AEIKLRWY valkyrie (maiden in Norse mythology) [n -S] 

WARWORKS AKORRSWW WARWORK, work done during war [n] 

WASHDAYS AADHSSWY WASHDAY, day set aside for washing clothes [n] 

WATCHDOG ACDGHOTW to act as guardian for [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

WATCHMAN AACHMNTW man employed to stand guard [n -MEN] 

WATCHMEN ACEHMNTW WATCHMAN, man employed to stand guard [n] 

WATERJET AEEJRTTW stream of water forced through small opening [n -S] 

WAVELIKE AEEIKLVW resembling wave [adj] 

WAXINESS AEINSSWX quality of being waxy (resembling wax) [n -ES] 

WEBWORMS BEMORSWW WEBWORM, web-spinning caterpillar [n] 

WEDLOCKS CDEKLOSW WEDLOCK, state of being married [n] 

WHAMMIES AEHIMMSW WHAMMY, supernatural spell bringing bad luck [n] 

WHAPPERS AEHPPRSW WHAPPER, whopper (something unusually large) [n] 

WHARFAGE AAEFGHRW use of wharf [n -S] 

WHARFING AFGHINRW WHARF, to moor to wharf (docking place for vessels) [v] 

WHELKIER EEHIKLRW WHELKY, marked with whelks [adj] 

WHIMBREL BEHILMRW shore bird [n -S] 

WHIMPERS EHIMPRSW WHIMPER, to cry with plaintive, broken sounds [v] 

WHIPPERS EHIPPRSW WHIPPER, one that whips (to strike with whip (instrument for administering corporal punishment)) [n] 

WHIPPETS EHIPPSTW WHIPPET, small, swift dog [n] 

WHIPPIER EHIIPPRW WHIPPY, pertaining to or resembling whip [adj] 

WHIPPITS HIIPPSTW WHIPPIT, small container of nitrous oxide [n] 

WHISHING GHHIINSW WHISH, to move with hissing sound [v] 

WHISHTED DEHHISTW WHISHT, to hush (to quiet (to cause to be quiet)) [v] 

WHISKERS EHIKRSSW WHISKER, hair on man's face [n] 

WHISKIES EHIIKSSW WHISKY, whiskey (liquor) [n] 

WHITECAP ACEHIPTW wave with crest of foam [n -S] 

WHOOFING FGHINOOW WHOOF, to make deep snorting sound [v] 

WHOOSHED DEHHOOSW WHOOSH, to move with hissing sound [v] 

WHOPPERS EHOPPRSW WHOPPER, something unusually large [n] 
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WICKEDER CDEEIKRW WICKED, evil (morally bad) [adj] 

WICKINGS CGIIKNSW WICKING, material for wicks [n] 

WIDEBODY BDDEIOWY jet aircraft having wide fuselage [n -DIES] 

WIFEHOOD DEFHIOOW state of being wife (woman married to man) [n -S] 

WIFELIKE EEFIIKLW wifely (of or befitting wife) [adj] 

WIGMAKER AEGIKMRW one that makes wigs [n -S] 

WILDFOWL DFILLOWW wild game bird [n -S] 

WINDFLAW ADFILNWW gust of wind [n -S] 

WINDSOCK CDIKNOSW device used to indicate wind direction [n -S] 

WINDWAYS ADINSWWY WINDWAY, passage for air [n] 

WIREWORK EIKORRWW article made of wire [n -S] 

WITHDRAW ADHIRTWW to move back or away [v -REW, -N, -ING, -S] 

WITHDREW DEHIRTWW WITHDRAW, to move back or away [v] 

WITHHELD DEHHILTW WITHHOLD, to hold back [v] 

WITHHOLD DHHILOTW to hold back [v -HELD, -ING, -S] 

WOLFLIKE EFIKLLOW resembling wolf (carnivorous mammal) [adj] 

WOLFSKIN FIKLNOSW skin of wolf [n -S] 

WOODRUFF DFFOORUW aromatic herb [n -S] 

WOOLWORK KLOOORWW needlework [n -S] 

WORDBOOK BDKOOORW dictionary [n -S] 

WORKBAGS ABGKORSW WORKBAG, bag for holding work instruments and materials [n] 

WORKFARE AEFKORRW welfare program that requires recipients to perform public-service work [n -S] 

WORKHOUR HKOORRUW any of hours of day during which work is done [n -S] 

WORKWEAR AEKORRWW heavy-duty clothes for physical work [n WORKWEAR] 

WRACKING ACGIKNRW WRACK, to wreck (to cause ruin of) [v] 

WRECKAGE ACEEGKRW act of wrecking (to cause ruin of) [n -S] 

WRECKING CEGIKNRW occupation of salvaging wrecked objects [n -S] / WRECK, to cause ruin of [v] 

WRICKING CGIIKNRW WRICK, to wrench (to twist suddenly and forcibly) [v] 
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XANTHANS AAHNNSTX XANTHAN, gum produced by bacterial fermentation [n] 

XANTHATE AAEHNTTX chemical salt [n -S] 

XANTHEIN AEHINNTX water-soluble part of coloring matter in yellow flowers [n -S] 

XANTHENE AEEHNNTX chemical compound [n -S] 

XANTHINE AEHINNTX chemical compound [n -S] 

XANTHINS AHINNSTX XANTHIN, yellow pigment [n] 

XANTHONE AEHNNOTX chemical compound [n -S] 

XANTHOUS AHNOSTUX yellow (of bright color like that of ripe lemons) [adj] 

XENOLITH EHILNOTX rock fragment included in another rock [n -S] 

XYLITOLS ILLOSTXY XYLITOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [n] 
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YACHTMAN AACHMNTY yachter (one who sails yacht) [n -MEN] 

YACHTMEN ACEHMNTY YACHTMAN, yachter (one who sails yacht) [n] 
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YASHMACS AACHMSSY YASHMAC, yashmak (veil worn by Muslim women) [n] 

YOHIMBES BEHIMOSY YOHIMBE, topical African tree [n] 

YOKELISH EHIKLOSY resembling yokel (naive or gullible rustic) [adj] 
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ZASTRUGA AAGRSTUZ sastruga (ridge of snow formed by wind in polar regions) [n -GI] 

ZASTRUGI AGIRSTUZ ZASTRUGA, sastruga (ridge of snow formed by wind in polar regions) [n] 

ZENAIDAS AADEINSZ ZENAIDA, wild dove [n] 

ZINGIEST EGIINSTZ ZINGY, enjoyably exciting [adj] 

ZOOGLEAE AEEGLOOZ ZOOGLEA, jellylike mass of bacteria [n] 

ZOOGLEAL AEGLLOOZ ZOOGLEA, jellylike mass of bacteria [adj] 

ZOOGLEAS AEGLOOSZ ZOOGLEA, jellylike mass of bacteria [n] 

ZOOGLOEA AEGLOOOZ zooglea (jellylike mass of bacteria) [n -E, -S] 
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